UCCA Humanitarian Update #17

as of July 15, 2022
UCCA purchases a TOMCAR, the perfect all-terrain vehicle, to help evacuate the wounded from the frontlines.
Communications Equipment

18 Motorola two-way radios are on their way to Ukraine.

Thank you New Vernon Volunteer Fire Department for your donation!
8th Humanitarian Aid Container heading to Ukraine

UCCA thanks all the volunteers who continue to donate their time to help pack 40’ containers by hand!

This 8th container is filled with various hygiene supplies, children and adult diapers, linens, blankets and towels, clothes, as well as over a dozen boxes of surgical & medical supplies and two examination tables.
UCCA funded IFAKs continue to be received on the Frontlines...
...savings lives
Medicines...

Thanks to UMANA
UCCA shipped dozens of various medicines worth tens of thousands of dollars to
Lviv Clinical Municipal Communal Emergency Hospital
UCCA’s supplies continue reaching Ukraine’s Frontlines.
THANK YOU!

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America would like to thank **Urban Edge Properties** for their generous donation of warehouse space for our #SupportUkraine Humanitarian Effort, from March 28th–July 15th.

Allowing us to use your facility has enabled UCCA and the greater Ukrainian American community to procure, collect and ship vital humanitarian aid to our brethren during this unprecedented time of Russia’s unprovoked and brutal war against Ukraine.

*Thank you, Paul Brocky, for introducing UCCA to Urban Edge Properties and thank you to the dozens of volunteers to helped us pack the containers!*